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Abstract—The 2009–2010 Data Fusion Contest organized by
the Data Fusion Technical Committee of the IEEE Geoscience and
Remote Sensing Society was focused on the detection of flooded
areas using multi-temporal and multi-modal images. Both high
spatial resolution optical and synthetic aperture radar data were
provided. The goal was not only to identify the best algorithms (in
terms of accuracy), but also to investigate the further improve-
ment derived from decision fusion.
This paper presents the four awarded algorithms and the con-

clusions of the contest, investigating both supervised and unsuper-
vised methods and the use of multi-modal data for flood detection.
Interestingly, a simple unsupervised change detection method pro-
vided similar accuracy as supervised approaches, and a digital el-
evation model-based predictive method yielded a comparable pro-
jected change detection map without using post-event data.

Index Terms—Change detection, data fusion, decision fusion,
flood detection, high spatial resolution, optical, synthetic aperture
radar.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T HE Data Fusion Technical Committee (DFTC) of the
IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society serves

as a global, multi-disciplinary network for geospatial data
fusion, connecting people and resources. It aims at educating
students and professionals, and promoting the best practices
in data fusion applications [1]. The Data Fusion Contest has
been annually organized by the DFTC since 2006 [2]–[4]. It
is open not only to IEEE members, but to everyone, with the
aim of evaluating existing methodologies at the research or
operational level to solve remote sensing problems using data
from different sources.
In 2009–2010, the aim of the Contest was to perform change

detection using multi-temporal and multi-modal data. Two pairs
of data sets were available over Gloucester, UK, before and after
a flood event occurred in November 2000. The class “change”
was the river and class “no change” was the areas that stayed
dry. The optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images were
provided by the Centre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES).
The participants were allowed to use a supervised or an unsu-
pervised method with all the data, the optical data only, or the
SAR data only. Accordingly, six categories were considered to
account for different submissions:

Supervised—All data
Supervised—Optical data
Supervised—SAR data
Unsupervised—All data
Unsupervised—Optical data
Unsupervised—SAR data

As for the previous editions of the Contest, the ground truth
used to assess the results was not provided to the participants.
However, about 60,000 samples were made available for
training the supervised methods.
The single results among all categories were validated and

ranked using the estimated Cohen’s Kappa statistic (or K coef-
ficient). Then, the best 5 individual algorithms among all sub-
missions were used to perform decision fusion with majority
voting.
The four winning algorithms are briefly described as follows:
1) Supervised method with all data: a supervised neural net-
work approach was proposed to exploit both the optical
and SAR images to create a change detection map; the
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flooded and non-flooded map regions were successively
homogenized using a minimum mapping unit morpholog-
ical operator.

2) Supervised method with optical data only: it used spatial
contextual features extracted from the near-infrared (NIR)
band of the post-event image (where the flooded areas
weremore distinguishable); the morphological features ex-
tracted were stacked to form a ten-dimensional multi-tem-
poral data set and fed as inputs to a support vector machine
(SVM) classifier.

3) Unsupervised method with optical data only: this tech-
nique also exploited the relatively high absorption of
water in the NIR band to guide an unsupervised clustering
algorithm.

4) A predictive model: a predictive model was used to project
post-flood change by exploiting a digital elevation model
(DEM). This model may be helpful to rescue planning
during the very first hours after a flood occurs when the
post-event data may still be unavailable.

This paper is organized as follows. First, a short literature re-
view is illustrated in Section II, whereas the data set used for the
Contest is described in Section III. The four winning algorithms
are presented in Sections IVto VII. Finally, decision fusion is
discussed in Section VIII, as well as conclusions and perspec-
tives drawn by this Contest.

II. RELATED WORK

In the past few years, there has been a growing interest in the
development of change detection techniques for the analysis of
multi-temporal imagery. This interest stems from thewide range
of applications in which change detection methods can be used,
such as urban and environmental monitoring, agricultural and
forest surveys, and, as with this year’s Contest, disaster man-
agement. Supervised and unsupervised approaches proposed in
the literature are here briefly reviewed.

A. Supervised Change Detection

Supervised change detection aims at defining classification
rules by modeling labeled examples provided by the user,
accounting for the different classes of land-cover transitions.
When dealing with high to very high spatial resolution (VHR)
imagery (either optical or SAR data sets), the comprehensive
labeled set can be extracted by photo-interpretation of the
multi-temporal images.
Two main supervised approaches are found in the literature:

post classification comparisons [5], where classification is per-
formed independently at each time instant, and a successive
comparison defines a change map; and multi-date classification
[6], where multi-temporal information is considered simultane-
ously for classification.
In the first case, a logical comparison is most often performed

on the classification outcomes at each time instant [7]. This ap-
proach may not be optimal for VHR imagery, because it may
accumulate single image classification errors. As a result, post-
classification comparison generally provides noisy maps, and
changes in viewing acquisition can make the final map difficult
to be interpreted. To avoid these errors, an approach based on
post-classification masking has been proposed in [8], where a

binary neural network is used to remove spurious detections, or
in [9], where change vector analysis [10], [11] is used for the
same purpose.
On the contrary, multi-date classification converts change

detection into a multi-temporal classification problem. The
two images are combined into a multi-temporal representation
(through vector stacking or multi-variate difference) before
analysis and a model is defined using this multi-temporal
feature space. For example, supervised multi-temporal clas-
sification was implemented using SVM in [12], while in [13]
Camps-Valls et al. defined a set of specific kernel functions
for the problem of multi-temporal classification. Finally, re-
cent works studied the relationship between the efficiency of
change detectors and scarceness of labeled information using
semi-supervised methods [14], [15].

B. Unsupervised Change Detection

Much of the recent work on unsupervised multi- and hyper-
spectral image analysis has attempted to integrate spatial in-
formation to improve algorithm performance [16]. In [17], a
fuzzy clustering approach that incorporates spatial information
for segmentation of remote sensing data sets was investigated.
A hierarchical clustering algorithm that exploits spatial infor-
mation for segmentation was described in [18]. In [19], spa-
tial-spectral clustering using Gaussian Markov random fields
for scene segmentation and anomaly detection was presented.
Similarly, integration of spatial information into spectral un-
mixing of multi- and hyper-spectral data was investigated in
[20]–[22].
The integration of domain specific knowledge has been used

in a number of systems for detection of various materials or
objects. This knowledge may be based on the sensing plat-
form, subjects being sensed, or physical phenomena affecting
the system. Such techniques are discussed in [23] where the
expected spectral shape of vegetation in the long wave infrared
was used to guide an unsupervised algorithm for the detection
of vegetation in remotely sensed data. In [24], bridges are
detected using rules which leveraged the known spatial ar-
rangements of bridge pixels with respect to water and concrete
in conjunction with classification algorithms.
In the context of SAR image analysis, the problem of un-

supervised change detection has been addressed with less em-
phasis with respect to optical imagery. Recent studies have in-
vestigated different aspects, including image de-speckling and
optimal threshold selection [25], [26], whereas statistical and
fuzzy approaches have been discussed in [27].

III. DATA SETS

The data used in the Contest included two observations, one
before and one after the flood event, from two separate satellite
instruments: the optical Système Probatoire d’Observation de
la Terre (SPOT) and the SAR instrument aboard the European
Remote Sensing 1 (ERS-1).
The SPOT satellite, operated by the Spot Image company, is

a four band optical platform. Three of the channels cover the
spectral range 0.50 to 0.89 and the fourth is a panchro-
matic band with a spectral range from 0.50 to 0.73 . The
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TABLE I
SPECTRAL BANDS OF THE OPTICAL SPOT SATELLITE.
ONLY THE MULTI-SPECTRAL BANDS WERE USED AS

INPUT FOR THE CHANGE DETECTION PROBLEM

TABLE II
ERS SAR SATELLITE SPECIFICATIONS

spatial resolution is nominally 20 m at nadir for the multi-spec-
tral bands and 10 m at nadir for the panchromatic. The satellite
is in a sun-synchronous polar orbit and has a steerable strip-se-
lection mirror that can collect imagery up to 27 off-nadir. This
pointing capability gives the satellite a revisit rate of 4–5 days.
A summary of the SPOT specifications is provided in Table I.
The ERS SAR satellite, launched by the European Space

Agency, is a C-band platform. The satellite is in a sun-syn-
chronous polar orbit with a revisit time of 35 days. The SAR
instrument can operate in two modes: image and wave. The
wave mode provides a spatial resolution of 10 m with a swath
width of 5 km. The image mode provides a larger area obser-
vation with a swath width of 100 km but reduces the spatial
resolution to 30 m. The imagery used in this Contest was
collected in wave mode. Its specifications are summarized in
Table II.
The SPOT images distributed during the Contest contained

only the multi-spectral bands (i.e., no panchromatic information
was available to the participants). These images were acquired
on September 1999 and November 2000, while the ERS-1 im-
ages were acquired on October 1999 and November 2000. The
before- and after-flood images from both platforms are shown
in Fig. 1, whereas the ground survey used to validate the change
detection results uploaded by the participants is shown in Fig. 2.

IV. SUPERVISED CHANGE DETECTION—ALL DATA

The methodology discussed in this section was very sim-
ilar to the winning approaches in previous years’ Contests. The
methods from 2007 [3] and 2008 [4] share the same neural net-
work topology as the one discussed here. However, the input and
output of the network were different as required by the data and
change detection problem, but the internal architecture was sim-
ilar. Also, both the learning and pruning methods were identical.

Fig. 1. Three band optical and single amplitude SAR data, collected before
(left) and after (right) the flood event, provided as input to the change detection
problem from the SPOT (a) and (b), and ERS (c) and (d) satellites.

Fig. .2. Ground survey used for the Contest.

Neural networks are nonlinear statistical models capable of
modeling complex systems [28]. They are composed of a set of
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interconnected nodes, called neurons, each connected by a net-
work of weighted inputs. Each neuron receives input from either
external sources or neighboring nodes. It then uses an internal
mechanism (network and activation functions) to compute an
output value from the weighted inputs that is then propagated on
to the nodes it is connected to [29]. The nodes, in turn, calculate
an output value from their weighted inputs and internal mech-
anisms. After this process is complete throughout the network,
the weightings at each neuron are optimized by minimizing an
error function measuring the learned accuracy of the network
against known input/output values.
This arrangement provides neural networks the capability to

model highly nonlinear systems in situations where the statis-
tical distribution of the data is poorly understood [30]. This is
often the case in change detection where a large range of data
from multiple sensing platforms, as well as data derived from
these sources, can be available.
Neural networks have been used for land-cover change de-

tection for decades. Early attempts focused on the capability of
basic neural networks to accurately predict change in multiple
remote sensing applications [31]–[33].More recent studies have
focused on alternative network types [34], [35] and on neural
networks as part of change detection systems [36].
Since neural networks operate on the principle of weighted

inputs, it is advantageous to normalize the input data space. This
should result in a faster training process as well as increases ac-
curacy for the resulting network [37]. In the presented method,
the data was normalized in the range .
As discussed above, the input data consisted of a before and

after image from both a three-band optical and single-band SAR
satellite. From this information, and the desired change cases,
the input and output nodes of the network were fixed: eight input
nodes corresponding to the eight bands of before and after ob-
servation data, and two output nodes corresponding to the two
classification cases of interests (flooded and non-flooded).
The design of the hidden layer is the subject of a large discus-

sion in current literature; however, it is generally acknowledged
that no more than two layers are needed and that layer depth
can be pruned to optimize the network complexity [38]. For this
Contest, computational power was not a constraint. Therefore,
the network was designed at the more complex end of literature
recommendations and pruned to an optimized topology. The in-
ternal structure, before pruning, consisted of two internal layers
of 40 nodes each. The network was trained with the scaled con-
jugate gradient method and used magnitude-based pruning to
optimize the topology [38].
The pixel-level classification produces maps that directly re-

flect the spectral-spatial variability of the image, producing a
sort of “salt and pepper” noise driven by valid spectral infor-
mation. This can be a limitation to classification accuracy when
compared against ground survey regions that are often consid-
ered uniform by human experts. In the current study, this can be
seen in small patches of earth exposed in the middle of a flooded
field or regions of standing water in an otherwise non-flooded
area.
This effect was addressed through the use of morphological

post processing [39] to implement a minimum mapping unit
and homogenize stranded pixels in the flooded and non-flooded

TABLE III
CONFUSION MATRIX AND K COEFFICIENT FOR THE

SUPERVISED CHANGE DETECTION—ALL DATA

regions. The implementation used a sieve and clump process
to filter out groups of pixels below a specified size. Clusters
of pixels below a given filter size were removed using a blob
process. The removed pixels were then refilled using morpho-
logical dilation from the surrounding classes [40].
In the case of change detection, removing regions of a given

class below a certain pixel number threshold and filling the area
with the other class was a relatively simple process. For the
Contest, the filter size chosen was 51 pixels. This provided well
segmented change regions without over simplifying the spatial
structure of the flooded region. This step generated the final clas-
sification map submitted for the competition, which produced a
coefficient of 0.703. The confusion matrix in Table III further

details the distribution of accurately predicted change detection
pixels.

V. SUPERVISED CHANGE DETECTION—OPTICAL DATA

The methodology discussed in this section considers the
use of cascade contextual features in conjunction with support
vector machines. Contrarily to the model presented in the
previous section, spatial regularization is intrinsic to the model,
since it is introduced by the use of contextual information in
the input information. The use of contextual information is not
fully exploited in the supervised change detection literature,
although the benefits of including such as variables are clearly
demonstrated for classification tasks [41]–[43]. In [44], the ad-
vantages of deploying reconstruction morphological operators
in the change vector analysis framework have been demon-
strated. In [45] a contextual parcel-based multi-scale approach
to unsupervised change detection is presented. Finally, in
[46] textural and morphological filters are studied extensively
and their importance for successful VHR supervised change
detection is analyzed.
Mathematical morphology [40] is a collection of contextual

filters based on set theory. They extract local characteristics
of gray-level images, and, at different scales, provide informa-
tion about shape and structure of the objects in the scene [47],
[48]. Morphological reconstruction filters are considered in this
study to maintain the spatial information necessary to detect the
flooding limits precisely. These filters—opening and closing by
reconstruction—preserve objects’ shapes, while returning re-
spectively local minima or maxima, and smoothing the high
local variances that affect VHR images.
Four features have been used. The first two have been ex-

tracted using opening by reconstruction on the NIR band at
time instant , where the flooded area was the most visible.
Two sizes of the structuring elements (the moving windows de-
tecting local valleys/peaks) have been considered to account for
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Fig. 3. Contextual features extracted from the near infrared band at time .
(a) Opening by reconstruction with circular structuring element of radius 40
pixels. (b) Opening by reconstruction with circular structuring element of radius
100 pixels. (c) Closing by reconstruction with circular structuring element of
radius 60 pixels using erosion of panel (a) as starting marker. (d) Closing by
reconstructionwith circular structuring element of radius 90 pixels using erosion
of panel (a) as starting marker.

different scales of smoothing: circular elements of 40 and 100
pixels in radius. The choice of wide elements resulted from the
large extent of the flooded area. Results of this filtering, , are
reported in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. In both cases, light
areas saturate, clearly defining the shape of the flooded area.
However, the opening by reconstruction operators do not

filter out small and medium sized crops areas showing low
NIR values (resulting in dark objects). In order to eliminate
these undesired low-valued patches, we applied closing by
reconstruction (i.e. the inverse process) to the opening by
reconstruction feature of Fig. 3(a): by doing so, the opening
image is dilated and the small patches are absorbed by the
high-valued neighboring patches. Thanks to the shape-pre-
serving character of the reconstruction filter, the central flooded
area remains geometrically unchanged, although the average
value of its segments increases (to the maximal value en-
countered in the flooded area reconstructed in Fig. 3(a)). The

TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX AND K COEFFICIENT FOR THE

SUPERVISED CHANGE DETECTION—OPTICAL DATA

results of this morphological cascade filter are reported in
Figs. 3(d) and 3(e) for circular structuring elements of radius
60 and 90 pixels respectively.
Successively, the original multi-temporal bands and the ex-

tracted contextual features were stacked in a 10-dimensional
vector

Each feature has been converted to standard scores prior to
stacking.
From the ground truth provided, 4000 pixels (2000 for

changes related to water and 2000 corresponding to unflooded
areas) have been extracted for the training phase. The associated
multi-temporal pixel was then used to train a one-against-all
SVM implemented using the Torch 3 library [49]. A radial
basis function kernel has been used. Model selection has been
performed by grid search to find SVM optimal parameters
and .
The final submission produced a coefficient of 0.650. The

confusion matrix in Table IV further details the distribution of
accurately predicted change detection pixels.

VI. UNSUPERVISED CHANGE DETECTION—OPTICAL DATA

Clustering techniques have been widely used in the multi-
spectral and hyper-spectral literature [50]. For example, in [51],
a fuzzy clustering approach was used to identify land-cover
types in Landsat, QuickBird, and MODIS data. The approach
described in this section used clustering techniques to fuse the
information from the three spectral bands and produce labels for
each pixel by content grouping. Successively, contextual infor-
mation was used to produce consistent labels over larger areas.
Finally, physics-based rules were used to select labeled groups
containing flood water.
The first step was to pre-process the data to remove some

anomalies. Pixel values for each channel were integers in the
range [0, 127]. A few anomalous pixels were found with a 128
value across bands, and such pixels were simply clipped into
standard bounds by setting their value to 0.
The optical data was then clustered into ten groups using the

fuzzy C-mean clustering algorithm with a Euclidean distance
measure. Clustering was performed using only the three op-
tical band values for each pixel (i.e., no spatial information was
used). Pixels were then assigned the label of the cluster to which
they had highest membership. The clustering was performed
using all of the approximately 9.8 million pixels in the image,
and generated robust results to a qualitative visual inspection.
Upon close inspection of the clustering result in Fig. 4, it is

possible to note that the large central flooded/river section was
assigned to cluster 5 (cyan). Many areas of land corresponding
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Fig. 4. Pixels assigned to color/class by highest Fuzzy C-Means cluster
membership.

Fig. 5. (a) Non-smoothed cluster labels (detail view of Fig. 4). (b) Cluster la-
bels after smoothing by voting in 5 5 window.

to agricultural fields were assigned to clusters 6 and 7 (yellow
and light orange), whereas areas in shadow from cloud cover
were assigned to cluster 1 (dark blue).
The next step integrated spatial information to the cluster

labels by applying a neighborhood-voting procedure. This step
was performed to remove any small, discontinuous, or noisy
clusters. Cluster labels for each pixel were smoothed using
voting. The voting method reassigned each pixel the value
of the most frequently occurring label within a 5 5 pixel
neighborhood centered on the pixel of interest. Fig. 5 shows a
comparison of the original clustering result with the smoothed
labels on a subsection of the full image. It is possible to note
that many of the small (but irrelevant for the task at hand)
details have been removed.
The final step of the algorithm aimed at converting the

unsupervised clustering results into a usable “flood detection

Fig. 6. Result of applying distance transform to the “water” pixels.

TABLE V
CONFUSION MATRIX AND K COEFFICIENT OR THE UNSUPERVISED

CHANGE DETECTION—OPTICAL DATA

map” through the use of domain-knowledge of the sensor and
problem. Specifically, the first step towards flood detection
was to apply clustering to find pixels which were likely to be
water. This cluster was identified using the fact that water is
more absorptive in the NIR wavelengths. Therefore, the cluster
having the lowest average NIR intensity was then considered
as the one in which pixels were most likely to be water.
The low NIR spectral rule identified the majority of the water

flooded regions, but it yielded many false positives that were far
away from the central flooded region. To remove these false pos-
itives, only pixels close to the largest central water regions were
retained. These regions were mostly connected, but required
some further processing to fill-in the holes. To this end, a dis-
tance transform was applied to the image. The transform labeled
each non-water pixel by its distance to the closest water sample.
Then, clusters within a distance of less than 15 pixels were re-
tained along with the original water samples. Fig. 6 shows the
results of the distance transform. To remove the false positives,
only the two largest connected components were retained. This
rule maintained the flooded areas and disregarded the water and
false positive areas far from the river.
The final submission produced a coefficient of 0.688. The

confusion matrix in Table V further details the distribution of
accurately predicted change detection pixels.
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VII. A PREDICTIVE METHOD FOR PROJECTED
POST-FLOOD CHANGE DETECTION

When a disaster strikes, the first few hours are critical to co-
ordinate the response. Important decisions have to be made re-
garding where to send the first available rescue teams, how the
transport and communication networks have been impacted, and
whether some population are threaten by disaster developments,
such as new flooding, tsunami, or earthquake replicas. Unfor-
tunately, in the first few hours of the disaster mitigation period,
rescue resources are scarce. Given that lives are at stake, the im-
portance of allocating these resources efficiently is paramount.
These decisions require the clearest view of the situation, with
the most up-to-date information available. Yet, local monitoring
of the place where the disaster struck is often affected and, de-
pending on the topography of the area, it may be difficult to bear
new monitoring teams and devices from neighboring places.
In this situation, satellites are invaluable tools: their operation

is not affected by the local crisis, they provide global coverage
and are able to acquire several large areas at a time. However,
satellites are not able to provide real time imagery. As an ex-
ample, weather is a factor that may delay the acquisition of op-
tical imagery. This is particularly true in the case of flooding,
where cloud cover is indicative of the event. Further, many areas
in the world have an average cloud coverage higher than 80%,
which increases the average delay before high-quality space-
borne optical images are available. In the case of the Interna-
tional Charter, the delay between the disaster and the first im-
ages is at least 1 or 2 days, and sometimes even longer [52],
whereas the COSMO-SkyMed constellations has 12 hour revisit
time under emergency conditions. Therefore, it may be impor-
tant to start evaluating the area of the event even before the first
post-event image comes. At this stage, any information is useful.
Many sources are available concerning pre-disaster imagery,

for most places; Google Earth or Bing Maps enable to examine
places for a better idea about where the risks may be concen-
trated (usually in the settlements), Landsat imagery is avail-
able globally, and archived images of the area are commonly
available in data provider’s catalogs. For flood events, these im-
ages and map sources can be complemented with another source
of information: the elevation map. Initiatives like the Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) or the Advanced Space-
borne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER)
provide a reliable elevation map for any place between latitude
60 North and latitude 60 South for SRTM and between latitude
83 North and latitude 83 South for ASTER. This provides cov-
erage for most of the world population.
On the other hand, the data available also varies significantly

in nature and quality. So it is critical to have flexible tools to deal
with unexpected situations. For this study, the Orfeo Toolbox
(OTB) [53] was used. OTB is an open-source image processing
library which handles image geometry and map projection, ac-
cess a variety of data, such as digital elevation models, and stan-
dard image processing techniques in a flexible and integrated
way. This tool provides advanced algorithms as well as low
level access to data.
In the case of the Contest, several facts made it easier to use

the information derived from the DEM. In fact, the terrain was
relatively flat, without sharp mountains, and the objective was
to measure the flood extension a few hours after it happened.

Fig. 7. SRTM DEM of the flooded area.

TABLE VI
CONFUSION MATRIX AND K COEFFICIENT FOR THE PREDICTIVE METHOD

The metadata included in the images is critical to understand
the context. However, the before-flood SPOT image had the
wrong metadata providing a wrong geolocation. Unfortunately,
this kind of situation is common in real-case scenarios and
should be accounted for. It is important to be cautious of this
information at any time and it is another reason why flexible
tools are critical.
Fig. 7 shows the SRTM DEM extracted from the metadata of

the post-event SPOT image. Using a flood level of 13 m above
sea level, the flood detection accuracy was 0.627, which was
a reasonable value compared to other results in these difficult
conditions. The confusion matrix in Table VI further details the
distribution of accurately predicted change detection pixels.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

At the end of the Contest, more than 200 users downloaded
the data set and more than 350 different change detection maps
have been uploaded to the system to be ranked. In general, the
Contest turned out to be very tough for the methods in all the
categories, as evidenced by a maximum accuracy of 0.703. The
relatively low accuracymay be due to the presence of pixel level
region mixing issue, in which an isolated patch of dry area sur-
rounded by water may be considered as flood by a human oper-
ator that defines the extension of the flooded area. Further, the
flooded area changed significantly between the two sensor ob-
servations (about 4 days apart). This may have created funda-
mentally different information, increasing the difficulty to deal
with the temporal shift between the optical and SAR data sets.
The top-ranked change detection maps submitted for each

category are shown in Fig. 8, whereas the relative best accu-
racies are reported in Table VII. As shown, the methods that
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Fig. 8. Top-ranked maps that were submitted for each category: (a) Super-
vised—All data, (b) Supervised—Optical data, (c) Supervised—SAR data,
(d) Unsupervised—All data, (e) Unsupervised—Optical data, (f) Unsuper-
vised—SAR data.

exploited SAR imagery alone did not provide accurate change
detection maps. For the “Supervised—SAR data” category, the

TABLE VII
COEFFICIENT OF THE BEST RESULT FOR EACH CATEGORY

Fig. 9. Decision fusion result produced using majority voting between the best
5 individual results among all submissions.

TABLE VIII
CONFUSION MATRIX AND K COEFFICIENT FOR THE DECISION FUSION RESULT

method in [54] was exploited. For the “Unsupervised—SAR
data” category a patch-based similarity between the two SAR
images was computed at each pixel for different patch sizes.
The decision fusion of the best 5 individual results among

all submissions was achieved using majority voting (shown in
Fig. 9). Table VIII presents the corresponding final confusion
matrix. The coefficient was 0.706. Even though the final
score is less than 1% higher than the best algorithm, majority
voting still outperformed all the other results submitted on this
data set. Further, the statistical significance of the change detec-
tion maps was evaluated with the McNemar test and all the re-
sults were statistically significant (to the 95% confidence level).
Failure or success of a change detection algorithm cannot be

analyzed only with a confusion matrix, as it is important to un-
derstand the context of the application. For example, missed
alarms may be more important than a false alarm in catastrophic
scenarios as it is better to check a non-destroyed building than
not to visit a destroyed one. For the flood detection application
discussed in this paper, the number of true positives and true
negatives of the confusion matrices reported in Tables III–VI
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were approximately the same for all the winning methods. The
main differences can be found in the off-diagonal terms. The
“Supervised—Optical data” and “Unsupervised—Optical data”
entries showed the opposite behavior, the first having about
twice false negatives than false positives, and the second having
about twice false positives compared to the false negatives. The
submissions “Supervised—All data” and “Unsupervised—All
data” showed more balance values along the off-diagonal terms.
This was also the case of the decision fusion confusion matrix.
All the proposed methods relied on different modeling solu-

tions and showed different ways to approach the change detec-
tion problem. However, it is important to emphasize that phys-
ical properties (such as the admissible distance from water and
the elevation information extracted from the DEM) have been
successfully used in addition to traditional approaches based on
pattern recognition, image processing techniques, and contex-
tual information. These approaches open new research possi-
bilities for data fusion, where integration of the physics of the
problem may play an important role for the success of the mod-
eling task involving complex phenomena.
Further, it is important to highlight the small difference in ac-

curacy achieved between supervised and unsupervisedmethods.
This is remarkable considering the quick response that may be
necessary in disaster scenarios without training samples avail-
able. For the case of a flood event, this study also showed that
even without up-to-date data, reasonable results can be obtained
within minutes of the flood crisis (and even before the flood
event itself) with a DEM-based predictive model. Of course,
combining this early information with post-event images may
further improve the results. Additionally, the elevation map can
be, for instance, used as a further input for the classification
phase.
To conclude, in a relatively recent paper [55], Wilkinson

showed satellite image classification results have not been
improving over the past 20 years. This is corroborated by the
results of this Contest, where the various machine learning tech-
niques have shown little difference to the general classification
problem. Specifically, older methods, such as the supervised
neural network and the unsupervised C-mean, provided the
same level of accuracy as did newer methods. As a matter of
fact, the exact same neural network approach provided the best
individual performance among all submissions in the previous
2007 and 2008 Contests [3], [4]. These conclusions suggest
that research should be directed to investigating new and more
powerful input features (as an example, multi-temporal as well
as multi-angular information can be exploited) to be fed into the
various machine learning schemes, or to a better understanding
of the physical behavior of the Earth surface being investigated.
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